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Laser Doppler
Vibrometry

Non-contact method to
measure surface motion

Laser
Induced emission of photons in coherence in a laser
generates light of a specific, and known, wavelength.
In LDV measurements, the stability and few-mode
operation of the laser are important, and so expensive gas
lasers tend to be preferred.
Because the laser operates in a few modes, there are
specific path lengths from source to measurement object
and on to the sensor, 2 i L, where i is an integer and L is
the laser cavity length.
The LDV is designed to “focus” depending on the optics at
a specific distance.

Laser Doppler
vibrometry
Direct demodulation of the laser is
not possible: frequency of laser light
is ~1014 Hz
Instead, interferometry is used
Relies on one of two principles
Doppler shift: frequency of light changes
Fringe counting: phase of signal changes
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Laser Doppler
vibrometry
Laser is split 50/50 at the splitter.
Reference beam propagates from splitter to fixed mirror and
onward to photodetector.
Measurement beam propagates from splitter to
measurement object and returns to photodetector.
Note light passes through splitter twice, cutting light arriving
at photodetector to 25%.
The measurement object must produce a specular reflection.
The photo detector produces a signal proportional to the
light intensity as follows:

I(t) = IRIM R + 2K IRIM R cos (2πfD + Φ)
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I(t) = IRIM R + 2K IRIM R cos (2πfD + Φ)

Intensity (reference path)

Φ = 2πξ/λ
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Φ ∝ ξ → I(t) ∝ ξ
Phase is proportional to displacement, so photodetector signal
is proportional to displacement. (fringe counting)

·
fD = 2(2πξ)/λ = 2(ξ)/λ

The beat (Doppler) frequency is proportional to the vibration velocity.
Problem: which way is the object moving?

Doppler shift

ξ

Method for measuring displacement
without demodulation of the light.

Handling the vibration
orientation problem
in vibration velocity
measurements
An acousto-optic modulator
(Bragg cell; made of lithium
niobate) is used to artificially shift
the frequency of either the
reference or measurement light as
an “artificial Doppler shift”

Decoding the signal
from the photodetector:
velocity via Doppler
effect
Heterodyne interferometry (modified
Mach-Zehnder interferometry)
Signal from photodetector is mixed
with a precision oscillator output and
input into either a phase-locked loop
(old) or digital signal processor (new)
as the velocity decoder
Digital decoder for velocity (Doppler) signal

Decoding the signal
from the photodetector:
velocity via Doppler
effect
Fringe counting is performed electronically by using the
intensity of the signal at the photodetector as a function of
the phase.
Counting the “zero crossings”, representing a phase shift of
360 degrees and a physical displacement of one-half the
laser’s wavelength by the measurement object, the LDV
can determine how far the object has moved from the
start. Within each set of zero crossings, the signal from
photodetector is passed through a quadrature mixer with a
precision oscillator output and input into a digital signal
processor to produce a displacement decoder.
Digital decoder for displacement (fringe counting) signal
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signal at the
photodetector.
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Which interface are you measuring?
Speckle patterns are typical from even “smooth”
FIG.
2. Mach–Zehnder
Doppler vibrometer
!a" schematic; the vibrating object at right provides reflection of the laser
surfaces,
and are a laser
consequence
of the singlelight
on the measurement
path, from
while the
the roughness
fixed mirrorofonthe
the top is a part of the reference path. An AOM is used in the
frequency
light interfering
reference path to permit measurement of the objects vibration phase by shifting the reference lasers wavelength by a fixed
surface. Can lead to problems in measurements.
amount !40 MHz in our system". The system misalignment is greatly exaggerated to clarify the propagation path of the
laser. If the vibrating surface is transparent, the desired interface must be located within the focal plane, with other
interfaces omitted; see Fig. 1!b" in Ref. 21, for example.
Speckle pattern from a surface

the edges of the droplet given the strong curvature of the interface. The edges of the droplet will
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used to calculate the spring constant for that location and a
length offset correction is applied to adjust the value for the
spring constant to the actual end of the cantilever.
Since different magnifications have different spot sizes
and different placement errors, the lower magnification lenses
have the potential for introducing larger uncertainties. One
way to minimize this is to use the largest magnification lens
that allows the entire cantilever to fit in the field of view
so both laser spots can comfortably fit in their respective
locations and the maximum sample laser spot placement
accuracy is achieved. In the case of the 300 µm cantilever, if a
20⇥ lens is used the smaller (2.5 µm) diameter spot size can
be placed within 1.25 µm of the edge and the offset correction
is reduced to a little over 1%. At that magnification, the small
uncertainty in the sample beam placement should contribute
less than 0.5% to the uncertainty in the value of the spring
constant.
The ability to acquire strong signals depends on several Figure 4. LDV displacement spectrum for a 300 µm NIST
factors including focus (of both lasers and the image) sample prototype reference cantilever.
Gates and Pratt 2012
beam position, and the reflectivity of the surface. Rough,
poorly reflective surfaces that deviate from horizontal are
problematic. In addition, there are many different acquisition A/B is the maximum peak height above the baseline (y0 ). An
parameters that can be adjusted in the LDV to optimize the additional term can be added to this model if desired for cases
Frequency:
0 Hz
– 30
MHz(i.e. at very low
signal to noise of the acquired spectrum. In this study, a typical
where the 1/f type noise
becomes
appreciable
acquisition included averaging 400 scans with a frequency frequency). When the ordinate of the power spectral density
range up to 100 kHz at 12 800 FFT lines resulting in a spectral plot is expressed as m2 Hz 1 then the area under the curve is
2i ,
resolution of 7.8125 Hz. This is approximately 5 million
equal to the average displacement
amplitude
squared
hzDecades)
Velocity:
50
nm/s–30
m/s
(9
samples and acquisition required about a minute.
⇡A
A typical LDV Thermal spectrum is shown in figure 4 for
hz2 i = Area = p ,
(6)
B
a 300 µm long reference cantilever microfabricated at NIST
2 pm –directly
10 minto equation
(13 (3)
Decades)
(the shortest cantilever in the array shown in figure 3).Displacement:
This which can then be substituted
to
cantilever was expected to have a nominal spring constant of solve for the spring constant. The major statistical uncertainty
0.210 N m 1 and fundamental resonance frequency (f0 ) of in the calculation of k from the Thermal method comes from
20.9 kHz in air using an Euler–Bernoulli model, corrected for the uncertainty in the estimates of the fitting parameters A and
-8 g – 107 g
Acceleration:
Decades)
viscous damping [22]. Later calibration of a similar cantilever
B in equation (6). The10
combined
relative standard(15
uncertainty
using the SI traceable EFB technique confirmed a spring in the area calculation is therefore given as:
constant of 0.2099 N m 1 ± 0.0009 N m 1 . The resonance
"
#
⇣ u ⌘2 ✓ 0.5u ◆2 1/2
frequency for the first flexural mode of this cantilever was
A
B
u=
+
.
(7)
measured as 20.77 kHz. The peak height above baseline is
A
B
about 14 pm and the statistical variation in the noise (1 ) near
Typically, for the acquisition and fitting applied to the
this frequency is only about 20 fm (see inset) indicating a peak
signal to noise (defined here as the ratio of the peak height to cantilevers used in this study, the combined relative standard
the standard deviation of the noise) of approximately 700 to 1. uncertainty is 0.5% or less.

How good can the
measurement be?

Most LDV systems are capable of
easily measuring displacements
<1 nm.

No calibration is needed, though
careful signal processing can be a
challenge.
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Canon LDV: Reference
and
Differential LDV produces inmeasurement beams both
plane velocity measurement via
beat (Doppler) frequency to 2 m/s
used in measurement
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The results should look approximately like the figure below.

Figure A.12: Individual measurement results

Polytec UHF-120SV:
LDV mainly
for MEMS
3. Compare the measurement results with Scanning
the saved measurement
data that
will find
in the directory
Displacementyou
LDV
system
for very
devices and micro-scale
C:\ProgramData\Polytec\VibSoft\x.x\Examples.
high frequency measurements
phenomena 9 kHz to 2.4 GHz

Vibrometry: Application Areas

In almost any engineering and scientific discipline for
Where
is Vibrometry
used?
challenging
applications
in structural
dynamics,
acoustics, NDT, ...
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